and the encouragement of a consumer culture were the most important aspects of the program.
While educational programs brought new ideas to Iran, they also carried out politically oriented economic strategies.
Indeed, the changing idea of the house was a microcosm of the changing Iranian society in the 1950s. To paraphrase a U.S. military planner. Cornel Harold Haskins, it was not just for humanitarian reasons nor even for any idealistic democratic principles, worthy as these may be. that the United States was forced to take an interest in Iran.^We must remember that In all likelihood, the Point IV Program was meant to protect the Iranian society from social tendencies that could bring about a socialist movement similar to that of the USSR (Fig. 3) .' This notion is particularly important, considering that by 1951 economic and political relations between Iran and the Soviet Union were already established, and a demarcation agreement was signed in Tehran by a Soviet-Iranian joint commission. This Soviet-Iranian rapport caused Associate Justice William 0. Douglas of the U.S. Supreme Court, in his travels to Iran in 1950, to express the hope that "we [the U.S.] will write their [Middle Easterners] history instead of letting Soviet Russia do it."' U.S. policy makers believed that the most critical challenges confronting Iran were economic modernization and land reform, without which Iran would remain "an incipient China."'" But why was preventing Iran from falling into the Soviet sphere so crucial? The economic recovery of Western Europe was fueled by cheap Middle Eastern oil, much of which came from Iran." The loss of this oil could slow or overturn Western European economic revitalization. More importantly, these oil resources would be considered necessary in case of war with the Soviet Union. Similarly, the Soviet Union's ability to succeed in a global war would be extensively enhanced by control of Iranian oil."
Given the requirement that Iran be kept independent without provoking a clash with the Soviet Union, the Truman administration hoped that a "quiet diplomacy" would produce the desired results. The ideas of the Point IV Program and the consequent homemaking programs were certainly spread by this so-called quiet diplomacy. Point IV's Division of Education and Training began its work by putting a program of Home Economics into a girls' school in the city of Tehran. Later, a similar program was introduced in other major cities (Fig. 4 ).
The ultimate goal of this project extended beyond temporary changes in the Iranian residential space and was to make long-term household improvements. That is why educational programs played an important role in the process of transformation of the Iranian domestic space. The preliminary proposal of the Point IV Program makes this process clear.
In putting forward the Program's bill at the meeting of the Committee of Foreign Affairs to the House of Representatives in 1949. Acting Secretary of State James Webb said, "the program has larger goals and is meant to be the beginning of a movement that can reach far into the future and, in time, change civilization profoundly for the better."" At the same meeting. Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, made it clear that the program was directly geared toward a change in the societal structure. He said, When one is toildng about underdeveiopment, one is not just toildng about the fact that there are no machines in the area that are not industrialized. One is talldng about a number of interrelated factors which all put together make up a more advanced society ... You achieve economic developments not just with the things that relate specifically and directly to productive techniques, but with fundamental things that bear on the capacity to produce: namely education ... organization and so forth.^' Based on this commentary, it is no coincidence that education played an important role in cultural changes undertaken by the Point IV Program. The homemaking programs in Iran were modeled after instructions that, by the 1950s, had existed in the U.S. for over half a century. In the U.S., the homemaking educational programs dated back to the late 1870s. In fact, training in domestic activities was a post-Civil War phenomenon. According to Gwendolyn Wright, most home economist specialists wanted to educate a great many consumers rather than a few good women designers.
Moreover, greater standardization in American houses seemed a sign of democratic equality, presuming that greater similarity between individual dwellings would create a more homogenous community. Therefore, in the American context, the concern was not just a break with the ornate stuffiness of the past or a break with the unprofessional and unhygienic environment of the old house, but rather it was employed ideologically to change larger aspects of culture.''^It becomes clear that educating American consumers to identify good houses was an important means of changing American domestic architecture.
In a similar vein, the improvement of residential spaces in Iran generally took place, first and foremost, by means of educational programs. American educational projects targeted women as the main subjects of this consumer culture. But according to Bernice W. King , the head of Iran's Home Economics Department and the attachee of the U.S. Department of Education," the introduction of Western domestic furnishing and Western models of living also "gave a real opportunity ... to raise the level of living for the country as a whole." King reports.
The same basic needs were found everywhere ... After countless interviews, much digging into grass root needs, close observation of girls' schools of secondary level and homes of the destitute, the very poor, and the average and the wealthy, I was able to dream a dream and was ready to try to make that dream come true.'''' Issues of the design and decoration of the house were a fundamental aspect of the training process that directly influenced Iranian lifestyle. The home furnishing section of the program required the planning and the design of one complete school, which was actually a model house, initiating a preliminary design for the imminent modern Iranian house ( Fig. 5 ). These designs included the floor plan and site plan of the school, plantings, and color combinations for each room of the houseas applied to furnishings, walls, floors, and finishingas well as the design of china, wood, silver, and glass used in the home. Each school was furnished with two sofas with springs and upholstery, coffee tables, armchairs, and seats, all made of walnut ( Fig. G & 7) . These plans were prepared by American specialists and were required to be used for all the schools; even in remote and relatively poor cities like Yazd and Ahvaz.
In one of her trip reports, Ms. King expressed an enormous concern with the traditional Yazdi house in which the education programs were to take place. King way of life, one that included mass consumption (Fig. 12 ).^' More importantly, newly introduced American rituals of diningthe preparation of meals, and the process of cookery suggested a distinctly expressive architecture and spatial arrangement, dissimilar from those of the traditional Iranian house. " Table service and Here, I would like to suggest that the transformation of the
Iranian house can be understood through changes in what
Elizabeth Col linsCrom ley calls "a food axis," or the relationships between cooking, storing, serving, eating, disposing, and the tools and furnishings that make them possible. ' after the American postwar project the explicit discourse of what defined "good taste" included all groups in the society the nation as a whole. Another important factor that made the post-war domestic discourse distinctively progressive was not simply because it came with heavy doses of hygiene, different modes of the consumption of food, and a distinct family structure (much of which had earlier roots, after all), but that it was attempted on a mass scale to re-orient Iranian economy toward mass market production (Fig. 13 )." 
Missions
But such relationships with America have a longer history in I ran and go back to the arrival of the first American missionaries in 1838. Records of late nineteenth-century American missionary activities in Iran show distinct similarities to later intervention in the mid-twentieth century.^" Reforming housing practices was among the missionary's first priorities, and such a focus on changing the house had important ramifications for both transformations of lifestyle and habits of consumption. This phenomenon is perhaps due to the fact that so much is at issue in the domestic domain. Houses converse tellingly with issues of gender, sexuality, and the structure of the family.
Houses are also societal maps both intheir literal shape and in their multifaceted usage.
As an American missionary worker in Palestine wrote in 1914, Muslim women tended to veil not only their physical selves from outsiders but their homes as well. However, the fact that this "veil" created a closed society did not serve to diminish missionary desire to overcome the secret behind it.
"Like plucking the apple from the tree of knowledge, knowing the secret behind the veil would ... expose one to a world of sin and heighten one's obligation to reform it."^'' More importantly, as many historians point out, there is the relationship between American missionary activities and 
